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honour remained stainless, and honour became stained by submission to an insult when that insult
could be avenged. But to the industrial community, who knew they could not defend themselves
with weapons, the Baron of Bradwardine appeared as a criminal, and they directed legislation
against his kind as against ordinary malefactors. Hardly ever in human history has so remorseless
a discrimination been carried on against a doomed class, as against the martial type in the century
which elapsed between 1750 and 1850. In Dickens s time, Devil s Dick had sunk into the common
rough to be handed over to the constable without hesitation by an opulent citizen like Oliver
Proudfute. The Glasgow Bailie had hired MacGregor s glens for game preserves, and the
inhabitants had been exiled or exterminated. A new variety of nervous organism possessed the
world. An organism as different from...
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Reviews
I just started out reading this ebook. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Leonie Collins
Completely essential read publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Nels Runte IV
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